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The incomparable Lisa Scottoline, along with Daughter Francesca, is back with more wild and
wonderful wit and wisdom.NY Situations bestselling author Lisa Scottoline struck a chord with
readers, book clubs, and critics with her smash-hit essay collection, Why My Third Husband Is a
Dog. This time, Lisa groups up with Daughter Francesca to give their mother-child perspective on
from blind dates to empty calories, as well as life with the feistiest octogenarian on earth, Mom
Mary, who won't part with her thirty-year-outdated bra.FRANCESCA ON BEING SINGLE: I'm
addicted to the marriage announcements.Inspired simply by their weekly "Chick Wit" column
designed for The Philadelphia Inquirer, Lisa and Francesca spill all their family secrets---which
will sound nearly the same as yours.And so a lot more!LISA ON DIETING: I'm backsliding with
carbohydrates, which may be the food edition of ex-sex.FRANCESCA ON Reducing THE CORD: I
thought I said, "I am going to see my cousin's brand-new apartment," but in Mom-speak that
means: "I am going to meet certain death in the brand new York City subway tunnels that are
shortly to be my tomb. On my chin. I thought I was today's woman, turns out I'm a Cathy
cartoon. Various other entries include Don't Eat Outdoors With The Bugs and do not Walk All
Over This Cockamamie Mall. Three generations of women, triple the laughs---and the love.LISA
ON AGING GRACEFULLY: Today We noticed my first gray hair. At the very top is Don't Go to the
Movies. Worse, I find myself subtracting my age from the bride's."LISA ON MOTHER MARY: A lot
of people have a listing of THINGS YOU CAN DO, but Mother Mary has a list of Things Not To Do.
And you'll need to put this reserve down, just to stop laughing.
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Miss Peach and Mom Mary At first I didn't actually want to read this book.. Must be because spell
check let it fly. I found myself reading particular passages aloud (viewing the Animal Hoarders
with her seven pets, her criteria for investing in a fresh car, and the GNO). In fact ALL of it was
exciting, and I'm sure glad that I didn't judge the reserve totally by its name. I thought it would
encourage and help me, NOT Just what I needed I enjoyed this publication on several amounts:
first We lived in Philadelphia for about seven years and enjoyed Lisa mentioning things like The
Commissary restaurant and their carrot cake!"Scottoline manages to add a unique love of life to
serious life issues along with the daily mundane types that we all have to deal with. I'm now
looking towards reading a few of her mysteries.. Totally Relatable!and I'm wondering if she'd
come to one of our book golf club meetings and bring Mother Mary with her! Gave this book to
mom as empty nester present, she's now got copies to provide to all her friends I bought this
book for my mother as part of a Mother's Day time "empty nester" themed gift because the last
of her five children just fled the nest. I arrived home a couple weeks later and there was a boxfull
of copies of this book inside our kitchen - she LOVED it and could not put it down. She stated she
found herself actually laughing out loud continuously. It appeared tha Scottoline had been
peeking into my very own life! Five Stars Love Lisa and Francesca. It had been an excellent mood
booster! I'm shifting to the next one eagerly.. It had been a good publication to help with that,
but so much more. The writer and her child each write essays about family and life and house
animals. They are about three pages long, so you can easily grab it up and examine a bit here
and there. I blew through this very quickly after reading the author first assortment of essays,
My Third Husband Will Be A Doggie. Fun and easy to read. Fun stuff. unless you exactly like
reading other peoples business This book is not what you think, unless you exactly like reading
other peoples business. Actually, the author experienced me in the very starting when she writes
that Nancy Drew lives on because her lifestyle is "still all of our lives, as common extraordinary
ladies. How did she know it had been my favorite too? Loved that one, as I have loved most of
Lisa's books. Family discussions, funny stories My nest isn't empty, it simply has more closet
space_ [the amazing adventures of a typical female] by Lisa Scottoline - Serritella_ Francesca
Scottoline This audio publication is spoken from mom and her child who doesn't live in the home
anymore. Totally Relatable! Is a word? Girl knows her moms quirls plus they are funny. Loved
reading each one,, but would also like to read longer variations of a few of these stories. I will
pick up even more of her books. So relative I think she lives my entire life! And mainly because a
mom whose daughter simply got her wings, I appreciated both (Lisa and Francesca's)
perspectives. Yes, we are on a first name basis, at least from my world view.A by the end. Funny
stories of life I laughed out loud often during this funny collection of stories. She now has an
absurd amount of books to hand out to her friends because they become empty nesters as well.
Fun book to learn What a delight. Lastly, I liked her calm style, I could use a fresh friend, and
they were while I go through this book. Funny comical chapters about getting old, needing
glasses and selecting chin hairs. You certainly experience like there are certainly others out here
who've the same situation, experiences and emotions.. I found this reserve after a search for
empty nesting brought up this title. Love take on automatic lights, wicked funny! Liek tidbits from
grandmother also Q& I've a daughter moving out on her own in a few days and Lisa is right on
the mark with the feelings and perks of the life change. therefore funny book, precisely what you
need to browse for a choose me top! I received this publication from National Library Support
for my BARD (Braille Audio Reading Gadget). I recommend! Many thanks Lisa and Francesca..
Laugh out load So many of the little tales, vignettes, we're completely identifiable. Nevertheless, I
downloaded it to my Kindle, and I ended up enjoying it so very much that I hated for it to end.



When the name was announced at our November publication club meeting, I instantly judged it
to be silly and frivolous..Lisa Scottoline writes from the center about real life. Her work always
makes me laugh out loud. Three Stars So so Hilarious as usual Lisa is so funny. I love these
books! Four Stars Awesome book!
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